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 April 5, 2012 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Okay, I think we're ready!  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Hi everybody, so happy to be here today! 

 

Comment: 
Katie - First things first - When is your birthday?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
You guys are starting off with the important ones!  

 

Katie, WCV:  
My birthday is May 3rd, very soon :) 

 

Comment: 
Hi Katie! Nice to see you here :)  

 

Comment: 
Hi Katie. LOVE YOUR AVATAR!!  

 

Comment: 
Katie: How ya smellin' these days? Have you learned any new position or any defensive moves 

for the next time (huh, as if that can happen twice in one lifetime) you have to hold a 

skunk while a vet removes a bottle stuck to its head?  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0eFlwzLXjk  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Smelling quiet well these days ha. I haven't learned anything new persay but I do have a hazmat 

suit that I wear when a skunk case comes in 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
For those of you who don't know why Katie is called "skunk girl" ... 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/12/2011-year-katie-white/  

 

 

Critter Cam Chat 

Special Guest:  

Katie White 

Diagnostic Intern 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0eFlwzLXjk%20
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/12/2011-year-katie-white/
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Comment: 
ALSO for Katie: What has been the biggest surprise to you about the internship?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Surprise? Well idk working with Dr. Adam is always surprising :) 

 

Comment: 
Welcome to the blog!!! You are a real trooper to take all the kidding about the skunk and very 

dedicated to have done it!!!  

 

Comment: 
Just a big "HI" to you, Katie -- from a sometime lurker and sometime blogger -- We love and 

appreciate all you mods!!  

 

Comment: 
Hi Katie! Thanks for stopping in to entertain us.  

 

Comment: 
How long will you be at WCV, or are you permanent?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
I’ve been at the center a little over 7 months now. I do most of the diagnostic work here at the 

center (along with Julia and Leigh-Ann). This includes CBC’s, chemistry’s, fecals, and 

cytology’s. I also monitor anesthesia for patients undergoing surgeries or any procedures 

in which they are under anesthesia. Since this is a teaching hospital I get to teach all kinds 

of students from all over the world.  

 

Katie, WCV:  
I'll only be here till the end of May :( 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Which is coming up quickly!  

 

Comment: 
For Katie: This isn't really creative but would love to know what is the BEST part of working 

@wcv (with the animals) and what is the most challenging.  

 

Katie, WCV:  
The best part is being able to handle such amazing animals, not many can say they've handled 

NX or wrestled with a bear cub! The most challenging is that every wild animal case is 

different and there are a lot of things I have yet to learn about all the different species.  

 

Comment: 
What will be your pursuit(s) after leaving the center?  
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Comment: 
Do you know where you will go after WCV?  

 

Comment: 
Katie, what plans do you have after your stay with the Center?  

 

Comment: 
Hi Katie, Have you made your plans for what you'll do next?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Well I recently passed the VTNE, which are boards for vet techs. I love wildlife and plan to stay 

in the field. Before I came here I worked at the New England Wildlife Center. Not sure 

where exactly where I will be headed but I do enjoy Maine, maybe get into some avian 

research up there. Only time will tell. 

 

Comment: 
Katie, how did you get assigned to WCV -- what is your background before WCV?  

 

Comment: 
Katie: Good afternoon. Where is home for you and what made you decide to pursue the 

Internship?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Home for me is a little town in central Massachusetts. Well after I graduated vet tech school I 

started a job at the New England Wildlife Center. I enjoyed working there quite a bit but 

was always looking for internship so I could expand my knowledge. One day I found an 

ad looking for a diagnostic intern here at the WCV and the rest is history  

 

Comment: 
Congrats on passing the vet tech exam!!! And your plans sound wonderful.  

 

Comment: 
Other than skunks, do you have a favorite animal?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
My favorite native wildlife is the Great Horned Owl, not only are they beautiful but powerful 

too! They’re one of the only species that at times I get a little scared to catch because they 

fly right towards your face.  

 

Comment: 
Whoooo is your avatar??  
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Katie, WCV:  
My avatar is GHOW 12-2545, the grey eyed GHOW 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/11/gunshot-gray-eyed-ghow/  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4UAruPbpvQ&feature=youtu.be  

 

Comment: 
For Katie: As a Diagnostic Intern, what has been the most difficult case that you have had at 

WCV?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Mallard 11-2323 has a special place in my heart; she was my first wildlife anesthetic patient and 

also one of Dr.Adams first tibiotarsal surgeries. For a while we weren’t sure if she would 

ever use her leg again, but with A LOT of water therapy (and bite marks) she regained 

function of it. After all the work we did with her she was not very grateful and was one of 

the most aggressive ducks we had!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/12/2011-year-dr-adam-naylor/  

 

Comment: 
Always interested in how people decide on a career. Can you think back and remember when 

you decided you wanted to work with animals? What helped you make that decision?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
I've known since I was little that I wanted to work with animals. When my brother and I were 

young we used to help all the baby birds around our house. I think thats probably the first 

time I decided that this was the career for me  

 

Comment: 
Katie, what advice do you have for someone trying to decide between veterinary medicine and 

rehab? My daughter is now looking at both after Shadowing Miranda last Friday.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
(rehab! rehab! rehab!)  

 

http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/11/gunshot-gray-eyed-ghow/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4UAruPbpvQ&feature=youtu.be%20
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/12/2011-year-dr-adam-naylor/
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Katie, WCV:  
Well I feel like veterinary medicine digs deeper into why the animals is actually here. We do a 

lot of diagnostics on each of our patients. Rehab does a lot of the caring I think, they are 

the ones who monitor all the patients after they are healed from whatever wounds they 

received.  

 

 

Comment: 
*lol* @ Amanda  

 

Comment: 
Hey, Amanda... no kibitzing ♥  

 

Comment: 
Katie, if you had to pick one patient at the Center that's pulled at your heartstrings the most, 

which would it be?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
grey fox 11-2483. He was an adult fox who had been struck by a car and was brought to the 

center unconscious. It was actually my day off at the center and I was called it, Dr.Dave 

explained that this patient would need to receive fluids, mannitol, and pain medication 

throughout the night. So during that night the students and myself made several trips to 

the center administering medications to the poor little fox. In the morning we realized he 

must have felt better because he had somehow gotten out of the oxygen chamber he was 

in and found a hole under the tool box to hind under. I was amazed at the difference he 

had made in one night, he continued to get better and was later released. 

 

Comment: 
What is the best memory you have to take with you?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
EVERYDAY there is a new memory here! I'm so glad that I have gotten to see bears and work 

with them, the staff here is also quite pleasent so I will cherish every outing we have. 

Including our most recent trip to play BINGO at chick-filet!  

 

Comment: 
Hi Katie, nice to see you her! congrats on passing your exam! ...now for a fluffy question...do 

you have a favorite critter? favorite food item? and favorite color?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Well my favorite animal over all is a Tiger ( I even have a tattoo!). Food item is most defiantly 

dark chocolate.........color is purple hence why I love the FTF shirts!  

 

Comment: 
Katie, who interviewed you when you applied at WCV? Just curious......  
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Katie, WCV:  
Dr. Dave (although he left during the internview), Dr. Miranda, and Leigh-Ann  

 

Comment: 
Katie, do you have pets? if so, what kind and how many? This is not fair, but which animal is 

your favorite at WCV  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Sadly I did have a dog named Daisy but she passed away while I was here :( I also have a cat 

named Lily, and soon Dr. Adam will be giving me his gerbil named Twinke :)  

 

Katie, WCV:  
GHOW's all the way!  

 

Comment: 
Katie, since you will be leaving, can you give us any info we could use to tease the permanent 

staff at WCV? lol  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
She does still have about 2 months left ...  

 

Katie, WCV:  
I'm not sure If I have any info for the permanent staff.........I know Davis LOVESSSSSSS glitter 

so you should send him lots of cards containing glitter ;)  

 

Comment: 
Ohhhh ammunition LOL  

 

Comment: 
The day you were interviewed, Katie, is that the day you knew you had it?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Nope, I was actually very nervous during the interview and passed around my house the whole 

time! About a week later Dr. Dave sent me an email asking me to start!  

 

Comment: 
HA! Davis likes glitter..........oh, this should be good....  

 

Comment: 
Oh no! Poor Davis!!!!  

 

Comment: 
Katie, to do your job, do you have to have a knowledge of organic chemistry and other heavy 

duty science?  
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Katie, WCV:  
Not so much chemistry, though I had to take it in college. I took a lot of science classes such as 

microbiology, pharmacology, biology, parisitology and many more!  

 

Comment: 
Thanks for being on here, Katie! Does that mean rehab is more like nursing and then the vets are 

more like docs (using people examples). And much luck where ever you end up. Hope 

you will stop back by some day.  

Katie, WCV:  
Well kind of, vet techs are basically nurses for animals but here rehab does a lot of the caring. A 

lof of baby feedings and cleaning. It's a dirty job but a very rewarding one.  

 

Comment: 
Hate to forever associate you with this, but, Katie, could you tell me HOW you got the skunk 

smell to dissipate, and how long that took??? I campt in skunk territory, and am scared of 

an encounter! I have old bottles of tomatoe juice just for the occasion.  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Well I never really got the skunk smell out of the jeans, they went in the trash. As for the rest of 

my clothes, a lot of washing ( though the rest of the housemates were not happy with 

me). It took a good week for me not to have the smell of skunk ingrained into my skin!  

 

Comment: 
Hello Katie. Just wondering if you harbor any thought about eventually getting your degree in 

Veterinary Medicine? Best wishes and success for all of your future endeavors.  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Well the thought has come up a few times, but I feel like as a tech we do a lot (if all) of the 

diagnostic tests which I have fallen in love with. I actually am thinking about going for 

my masters, maybe in raptor research.  

 

Comment: 
Why is Dr A giving u twinlke he doesnt want it anymore?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Well even though Dr. Adam loves his dear Twinkie, there just is no room for her on a plane to 

England. In the end I win, not only do I get Twinkie, but Adam has to drive up to MA to 

visit to give me her :)  

 

Comment: 
Did you help administer the laser treatments to the hawk, and others, and how do you feel about 

this as a major treatment for animals/birds? Is there a special area you would like to 

feature as a vet -- surgery, diagnostics, etc.?  
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Katie, WCV:  
Yes I do quite a bit, so far I love the laser. It seems to help with the healing process well.......it's 

too soon to know now if this will be a major treatment for everything.  

 

Comment: 
Masters in raptor research sounds fabulous, Katie. Go for it!!  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Thank you!!  

 

Comment: 
Katie, I LOVE animals and would love to work with them, but my emotions would always get in 

the way and I would have a nervous breakdown. How do you handle the attachment to 

animals that are eventually released or euthanized?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Well releases are always a happy day. Not to say that I am used to animals being euthanized, but 

it doesn't affect me anymore. I know that it's the best thing for the animals because we try 

and do everything we can. It’s quiet hard seeing a patient progress one day and the next 

day they are gone. I guess that’s one tough thing about wildlife, you can never truly read 

them like you can for a dog and cat. In order for these animals to survive they must mask 

emotions such as pain so other creatures don’t see them prey.  

 

Comment: 
What are your thoughts about the EN/CN?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
You guys rock! But seriously you are a huge part of the WCV, they are so lucky to have a 

following :)  

 

Comment: 
Hi Katie! Will you and Jules both be leaving at the end of May?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Nope, my stay was only 9 months. Julia will be here until next December.  

 

Comment: 
Maine is so COLD! Are you used to that climate? I would think it would be quite an adjustment.  

 

Comment: 
We'd love to have you come to Maine!  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Well MA is pretty cold, Maine is just so beautiful! Plus I love snow (weird I know)  
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Comment: 
Hello Katie -- welcome to the blog -- can you diagnose why the diva NX doesn't want to fly 

when it is time for exercise ???  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Well I think rehab spends a lot of time with NX, they're the ones giving her her diva meal and 

everything. I think maybe it’s time to try out a special guest :)  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Oooohhhhhhh, special guest! 

 

Comment: 
(Susan in KY, i think that diagnosis requires an eagle psychologist!)  

 

Congowings:  

I just want to pop in and say hello to Katie!!   

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Hi Congo!  

 

Congowings:  

Hi Amanda - am I in time for the special guest?  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Hello Congo!  

 

Congowings:  

Hi Katie! Have enjoyed reading your comments.  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Well I think we are coming the end of our questions for Katie ... any lingering questions for her?  

 

Comment: 
Oooooooo........ glitter ........ :)  

 

Comment: 
I wish you much luck in your chosen field and anyone who can do what you did for that poor 

skunk can handle anything that comes your way!!!!  

 

Comment: 
awwww sweet story about the fox! so glad he recovered!  

 

Comment: 
Congratulations on passing the exam, Katie. I'm sure you'll go far!  
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Katie, WCV:  
Thank you so much everyone!  

 

Comment: 
Good luck Katie in your new ventures. You will do absolutely fantastic  

 

Comment: 
NX is saying, look at me fly now, nobody has to exercise me -- all you are doing is mettling with 

my behaviour patterns. Katie, we love you and wish you the best!  

 

Comment: 
Thanks for being here Katie...good luck♥  

 

Comment: 
Thank you so much for sharing your thoughts, experiences, and your birthday with us, Katie. 

Hope to talk to you again soon!  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
I'm sure she'll "see" you soon on cam (that was not a hint about NX -- just in general). :)  

 

Katie, WCV:  
Well goodbye everyone, it was nice to meet you all!! Enjoy the special guest!  

 

Comment: 
Thanks!  

 

Comment: 
Bye, Katie, thanks for being here, and for all you do for the animals. Best of luck in your future 

endeavors!  

 

Comment: 
New Hampshire isn't bad either!  

 

Comment: 
Remember Maine has a lot more snow than Virginia, just saying. :>)  

 

Comment: 
Please keep Lily and Twinkie apart! Much as I adore kitties, I wouldn't trust 'em around a gerbil!  

 

Comment: 
Thanks Katie and good luck in your future plans!  

 

Comment: 
Enjoyed visiting with you today, Katie. Best of luck wherever you go. You will be a great 

"benefit" to any endeavor and/or location.  
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Comment: 
Who is the special guest? I thought it was Katie, or Congo???  

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  
Sillies ... she means the special guest exerciser!!  Personal trainer for NX!  

 

Comment: 
Best of luck to you Katie in all you do in the future! Thanks for spending the time with us, and 

for giving up your birthday so easy! You know CN - gotta know!  

 

Comment: 
Thanks for sharing your time with us, Katie!! Good luck in all your future endeavors!! :o)  

 

Comment: 
Good Luck Katie...in all you do  

 

Comment: 
Good luck Katie and thanks for visiting with us. And please a little hint Amanda - I need to go 

out for a while and if the "guest" will be soon can wait but can't wait too long. Thanks! 


